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The Tutte-group II, of some given combinatorial geometry (or matroid) M, 
delined on a finite set E, is a finitely generated abelian group containing a specified 
element sM with EL = 1. The structure of a certain factor group f, of U,, called 
the truncated Tutte-group, was previously determined completely by using Tutte’s 
homotopy theory. In this paper we relate the Tutte-groups of M’ and M for two 
matroids defined on the same set such that the identity map is a weak 
homomorphism from M’ to M. As a consequence of our results we obtain that for 
two matroids M’ and h4 without coloops, which differ only by some base B of M’ 
which is not a base of M, we have sM, = 1 only if E,,, = 1. xc: 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper we want to compare two matroids M’ and A4 which are 
defined on the same set E such that the identity map is a weak 
homomorphism from M’ to M; that means that every subset of E which 
is independent in A4 is also independent in M’. If M’ and A4 differ only by 
some base B of M’ which is not a base of M, then there need not be any 
relations between the fields over which these matroids are representable. If 
for example M denotes the Fano-matroid, then M is representable over 
exactly those fields whose characteristic is two while M’ is representable 
over exactly all other fields. Thus in view of representation theory of 
matroids it does not seem very interesting to ask for algebraic relations 
between M and M’. Still, contrary to these expections, there are interesting 
algebraic relations between the Tutte-groups of M and M’, i.e., certain 
abelian groups associated with M and M’ in a canonical way. The general 
theory of Tutte-groups has been developed in [DW] and [Wl]. In this 
paper we want to prove results about the relations between Tutte-groups 
of two matroids M and M’ defined on the same set with two distinct 
systems of bases 93 and 3?‘, respectively, where LZ~ and ~49’ are related in a 
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certain way which implies in particular .9# ~98’. The theory of weak 
homomorphisms is presented in [L2] in detail, while [Ll ] summarizes the 
main results. 
I. PROJECTIONS OF MATROIDS 
For matroids M and M’ defined on a finite set E let B=gw, and 
$9’ = 93,+,, denote the set of bases, &? = &$, and S’ = &,,, the set of hyper- 
planes, 9’ = YM and Y’ = 2,. the set of hyperlines, p = pM and p’ = p,+,, 
the rank function, and o = gM and 0’ = IS,,,, the closure operator of A4 and 
M’, respectively. Furthermore, for &c ~9’ we put 
G(2) := u H. (1.1) 
HER 
DEFINITION 1 .l. Let M’ denote a matroid on the finite set E of rank 
n > 2. Furthermore assume &c ~9”’ with # (2) > 2 and G := G(2) # E. 
s+? will be called projectable to G, if for all A 2 G with p’(A) = n - 1 we 
have a’( A ) E 2. 
Remark. If C@ is projectable to G, then by definition 
sP={HEz~IHEG}. 
If, however, G is the union of at least two hyperplanes in M’, then 
{HE 2” 1 H G G} is not necessarily projectable to G. Assume for example 
that M’ is the Fano-matroid and that G is the union of two distinct hyper- 
planes H, and H,. If a E H,\H2 and b E H,\H,, then o’( {a, b}) $5 G. 
The following result justifies Definition 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M’ denote a matroid on the finite set E of rank n > 2. 
Assume & c SF’ with # (&) > 2 and G := G(R) # E such that J@ is projec- 
table to G. Then we have 
(i) If HEY?‘\&?, then p’(HnG)<n-2. 
(ii) H := (Y?‘\$)u (Gj is the set of hyperplanes of a matroid M 
on E. 
(iii) Let a” and % denote the system of flats of M’ and M, respec- 
tiveIy. Then 
a!’ \.w = %\X. 
In particular, M’ and M both have rank n, and we have 9” = dip. 
(1.2) 
582a/54/2-2 
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Proof: (i) Assume HE #I\$ and p’(H n G) = n - 1. Then by Delini- 
tion 1.1 we have 
which is impossible. 
(ii) Assume H,, H, E 2 are distinct. We have to show 
(~1 H, g H,, H, P H,; 
(/I) if x E E\(H, u Hz), then there exists some HE% such that 
Hz(H,nH,)u{x]. 
Verzj?cation of (a). Without loss of generality we may assume 
H, E .??I\$ and H, = G. Then we have H, g H,. H, s Hz would imply 
H, E L@ by Definition 1.1; so also H, g H,. 
Verification of (/I). It suffices to consider the cases H, # G # H, and 
H,#G=H,. 
Case 1. H, #G #Hz. Choose H’ E H” with H’ 2 (H, n H,) u {x} and 
Put 
if H’EX’\& 
if H’E%??. 
Case 2. H, #G = H,. By (i) we have p’(H, n Hz) <n - 2. Thus there 
exists some HE &” satisfying H 2 (H, n Hz) u {x}. Since x $ G we have 
H$ L@ and therefore HE 2”. 
(iii) In any matroid every flat whose corank is at least 2 is the inter- 
section of the hyperlines containing this flat. So (1.2) follows when we have 
shown 
(y) If H,, H, E Y?’ with H, n H, E Y, then H, n H, E %\X’. 
(6) If H,, H, E Y? with H, n H, E 9, then H, n H, E W\W. 
Verification of (7). It s&ices to consider the cases H, 4 2, H, E & and 
H,, H,E&. 
Case 1. H, $2, H,Es@‘. Now we have H, n H,z H, n G, and (i) 
yields 
n-2=p’(H,nH,)<p’(H,nG)<n-2; 
therefore p’(H, n Hz) = p’(H, n G). Since H, n H, E %’ we get 
H,nH,=H,nGGE\Jf’. 
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Case 2. H,, H*E 2. Choose some XE E\G and HE 2”’ with H 2 
(H, n H,) u {x}. Since p’(H, n Hz) = n - 2 and H, n H, z H n H, 4 H 
we get H, n H, = H n H,. Thus Case 2 is reduced to Case 1, because 
H$& 
Verification of (6). Without loss of generality we may assume 
H, E X’\%’ and H,= G. Since p’(H, n H,) #n Definition 1.1 yields the 
existence of some HE & satisfying o’(H, n H,) z H. Therefore we get 
H,nH,so’(H,nH,)GH,nHcH,nHz; thus H,nH,= H,nHE 
+Y1 \YY’. 
Now (1.2) is proved. 
Since the hyperlines of M’ and M are the maximal sets in 
%!‘\Z’“’ = %\J? different from E we get 9” = 9. Furthermore, every maxi- 
mal chain in @ has the same length as every maximal chain in 4Y. Thus M 
is also a matroid of rank n. 1 
DEFINITION 1.2. If M’ and M are as in Theorem 1.1, then M will be 
called the projection of M’ due to 9 H G. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let M denote the Fano-matroid and choose some fixed 
GE .X. Furthermore put 2 := {Hz G 1 # (H) = 2}, and let M’ denote the 
matroid with X’ := (X\(G)) v & as its set of hyperplanes. Then A4 is the 
projection of M’ due to $‘H G. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF EPIMORPHISMS cp:T-$ + lJ$ x H 
FOR SLEEKINGS MOF M' 
In [DW, Sect. l] we gave various definitions of the Tutte-group of a 
matroid. When we define matroids in terms of their hyperplanes the 
extended Tutte-group is the suitable concept whose definition we repeat 
once more. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Assume M is a matroid defined on a finite set E of rank 
n. Let IF$ denote the free abelian group generated by the symbols E and 
X,,, for HE X and a E E\H. Furthermore, let 06: denote the subgroup of 
5: generated by c2 and all elements of the form 
for H,, H,, H,E%, L=H,nH,nH,=HinHj for i#j, p(L)=n-2, 
andqEH,\Lfor iE{1,2,3}. 
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Then the extended Tutte-group T$ of M is defined by 
Let ,u: lF$ -++ TX, denote the canonical epimorphism and put 
&M := P(E); T,,, := AXmu) for HEX’,UEE\H. (2.1) 
In order to study UC we need the following fundamental lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume M is a matroid defined on a finite set E of rank n. 
If H,, H, E X with p(H, n Hz) = n - 2 and a, bE E\(H, v Hz) with 
p((H,nH,)u{a,b})=n-1, then 
T HI.0 . Tilu = TH,,~. T&‘,,. 2, 0.2) 
Prooj This is Lemma 1.3 in [DW]. For the convenience of the reader 
we recall its short proof: 
Put H:=o((H,nH,)u {a,b}), and choose aiE H,\(H, n H,) for 
iE { 1,2}. Then one has 
1 = EM. TH,., . G,:a2. TH,CQ. T&L,, TH~.~, . T&, (2.2a) 
1 = EM ’ TH,.~. TH~:~>. TH,CQ. T,,‘,, T~~.ol . T,>:,.  (2.2b) 
So (2.2) follows by multiplying the right hand side of (2.2a) with the 
inverse of the right hand side of (2.2b). 1 
After we have considered geometric aspects of projections M of M’ in 
Section 1 we will now compare T$ and U$ under one additional assump- 
tion. We want to construct an epimorphism rp: U$ --H U$ x Z satisfying 
(P(E~~) = E,. Such an epimorphism cannot exist for every projection M 
of M’. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Assume E= (kE N 11 <k < 8}, and assume M’ is such 
that M” := M’\(8) is the Fano-matroid and every subset B of E with 8 E B 
and #(B) = 3 is a base of M’. By [Wl, Theorem 5.21, we have E,,,,,, = 1 and 
thus also sM. = 1 by the Corollary of [DW, Proposition 4.11. 
Now put 2 := {H’E &” 1 8 4 Z’}. Then 2 is projectable to E\(8), 
and the set of hyperplanes of the projection M of M’ due to &H E\(8) 
is given by 
3’?=(E\(8}}u{{k,8} 116k67). 
M is a matroid of rank 3 containing 8 as a coloop. Thus M is representable 
over every field with at least 7 elements. Therefore Corollary 1 of [DW, 
Proposition 3.11 yields ~~ # 1. 
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Thus there cannot exist any epimorphism cp: U$ ++ 85 x Z satisfying 
d&w) = EM. 
Before stating our additional assumption we want to show 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume M’ and M are matroids on somefinite set E of rank 
n 2 2 such that M is the projection of M’ due to .% H G. Then for x0 E G the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M\{xo} = M’\{-x,}; 
(ii) G\{x,) ES@‘. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). We have p(G) = n - 1 and p’(G) = n, because by detini- 
tion #(&) > 2. Thus (i) yields 
Therefore a’(G\{x,})~$ d an so necessarily a’(G\(x,})= G\{x,}. 
(ii)*(i). If HEX’\~, then either H\{x,}EY=Y or H\{x,} is 
a hyperplane of M\(x,} and M’\{x,}. 
For HE& we have H\(x,} s G\{x,}. 
Furthermore, G\{x,} is a hyperplane not only of M’\{x,} but also of 
M\{x,}, because G is the unique hyperplane of M containing G\{x,}. 
Therefore 
~:={G\{~o}}~~H\{xo~IH~~‘\~~H\~xo~~~~ 
is the set of hyperplanes of M\{x,} and of M’\{x,}. 1 
DEFINITION 2.2. A projection M of M’ due to 2 H G will be called a 
sleeking of M’ due to .$ H G, if there exists some x0 E G satisfying the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.2. 
The projection given in Example 1.1 is a sleeking. 
Now we want to construct an epimorphism cp: UC: + T$ x H with 
cp(&,,,,) = E,,,, for any sleeking M of some matroid M’ defined on E. We will 
replace E by the free cyclic group (U) generated by the symbol U in order 
to be able to write all groups which we will study multiplicatively. 
Furthermore, let p’: F$: + 8:: and p: [F$ --UC denote the canonical 
epimorphisms and put 
Y H,n := P’(~H,a) for HEY?‘, aE E\H, (2.3a) 
ZH., :=,4x”,,) for HEZ, aEE\H. (2.3b) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume M’ and M are matroids defined on some finite 
set E of rank n 2 2 such that M is the sleeking of M’ due to 2 H G for 
58?al54.‘?-6 
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some $8 E A?“’ and G := G(2). Choose some fixed x,, E G satisfying H, := 
G\{x,} E 2. Consider the epimorphism t+bKO = $ : 5:: + 8: x (U) defined 
by 
*(El := EM, (2.4a) 
W-H.,) := Z”,, for HES’?‘\~, aE E\H, (2.4b) 
ti(XH.0) := GhJ for HE&, aEE\G, (2.4~) 
bw-,,.x,) := u> (2.4d) 
Ii/(X,,) :=E,.Z,,,.Z;.~,.U for HE*\, aEG\H, (2.4e) 
where P E Y?\ { G > satisfies P 2 H n H,. 
Then $ induces an epimorphism cp = $1 U-$ + U$ x (U). 
Proof First of all we have to show that Ii/(X,,,) is well defined for 
HE~\(H~} and aeG\H by (2.4e): 
We have n - 2 > p’(H n H,) = p’(H\{x,}) Z p’(H) - 1 = n - 2 and there- 
fore L := Hn H,EY=J.Z. 
Furthermore, o(L u {a, x,}) = G, and there exists at least one hyper- 
plane P E X\{ G} containing L. Then necessarily P n {a, x,} = Qr. If 
P’ E 2 \ { G} also contains L, we get by Lemma 2.1 applied to M 
Z . z, to = zp,. . z,‘,,. P-0 , 
The surjectivity of $ is trivial. 
Proposition 2.1 is proved when we have shown 
$(I$)= {l}. 
At first I&E~)=E~= 1. 
Now assume L E 9’ = Y and a,, a2, a3 E E\L are such that the three 
hyperplanes Hi := cr’( L u {a ;} ), 1 < i < 3, are pairwise distinct. Put 
x := 8 . XH,.Ol . x,,:., . XH?.(Ij . xi;,,, .XH?.(II . G&,. (2.5) 
We still have to show 1+9(x) = 1. 
Put r:= #((H,, H,, H3}n$). Then O<r<3. We examine the four 
possible cases separately. 
Case 1. r =O. In this case (2.4a) and (2.4b) yield at once, because of 
2’=.9, 
Case 2. r = 1. By symmetry we may assume H,, H, E 9? and H, E 2. 
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Then 
and thus H, n G n H, = L. Since H,, H, g G we also get 
H,nG=H,nG=L. 
In particular a,, a3 $ G, and (24a)-(2.4c) yield 
Case 3. Y = 2. Assume H,, H3 E &? and H, E 2. 
We have a2 +! G because a’(L u {a?}) = H, g G. 
At first we assume H, = H,. 
Then L = H, n H,, = H,\ (x0} and therefore a3 = x0. 
Furthermore a, E H, s G and H, 2 H, n H,. Thus (2.4e) yields 
Therefore we get by (2.4a)-(2.4d) 
So from now on we assume H, #Ho #H, during Case 3. 
Then x,EH,~H,=L. Put D:=LnH,=L\{x,}. Theoreml.liii) 
yields 
D = a’(D) = o(D), p’(D)=p(D)=n-3. 
Therefore we obtain 
L’:=a(Du (a,})~9=9’. 
For i~(l,3) put K,:=o(L’u (a,))=o(Du (a*,a,}). Since E= 
a(Gu (a,})=o(Du { xO,ai, a2}) for in (1,3} we have K,, K,E% and 
xo$K, UK,. 
We have K1 # K, because otherwise a, # H, would imply 
al~o(Du {a,,a3})\a(Du (~7~)) and thus a,~a(Du {a,,a,})sG which 
is not true. Since furthermore {a,, a3} n H, = 0 the hyperplanes K,, Hz, 
K3 E Y? are pairwise distinct. Since they intersect in the hyperline L’ we get 
EM .z K1,.TO.ZK,laj.ZH?,u~.ZH:.rr, .ZKjdl, %&O= 1. (2.6a) 
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Furthermore, H, A H, = o’(D u {a,}) = a(D u {a, >) G K, and analogously 
H, n H,E K3. Since a2E K, n K, we have K, # Gf K3, and thus (2.4e) 
yields 
$(xH,.,,) = &M . ZK,.a) ’ zi,:, . uq (2.6b) 
Ic/(XH,.,,) = EM . z,,,, . T&. u. (2.6~) 
Now by (2.4a)-(2.4c) and (2.6a)-(2.6c) we get 
Case 4. r = 3. In this case H,, H,, H3 are pairwise distinct hyperplanes 
in 2; so by symmetry we may assume H, # H, # H,. 
Since H,, H, s G we have X~E H, n H, = L; thus also X~E H, and 
Hz#Ho.AsinCase3putD:=LnHH,=L\{x,}.Thenagain 
D = a’(D) = a(D), p’(D) = p(D) = n - 3. 
Choose some fixed x E E\G. Then we have 
L’:=a(Du {x})~Y=9’. 
Furthermore, put K, := a(L’ u (a;}) = a(D u {x, q}) for 1 6 i 6 3. Since 
E=o(Gu{x))=a(Du{x,,a,,x})for l<i<3 we have K,,K,,K3gX. 
Furthermore, uj$Hi for i#j and thus ~,~$a’(Du {a,})=a(Du {ui}). 
Therefore we get G= o(Du (ai, u,)) for 1 < i<jd 3 and thus K,# K,, 
because otherwise we would have Ki = K,= G, which is not possible 
because x 4 G. 
Consequently K,, K,, K, E X are pairwise distinct and contain L’. 
Therefore 
&M . zK,,q. z,&, ZK2dq . zi&, . ZKW . G& = 1. 
Furthermore, for 1 d id 3 we have 
H,nH,=o’(Du {a,})=a(Du {ai~)EKi 
(2.7a) 
and thus (2.4e) yields, because of K, # G, 
~(X”,,a,)=EM.ZK,.a,.Z~,fro.U for l<i,j<3, i#j. 
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Therefore we get 
w*,.a, *. ‘x,‘,)=z,,;z,‘,, for (i,j, k) = (1,2,3). (2.7b) 
(2.7a) and threefold application of (2.7b) now yield $(X) = 1. 1 
For the rest of this section we continue with our conventions of Proposi- 
tion 2.1. 
Now we want to examine the kernel of the epimorphism 
cp:lr;ZI;: -++ u$ x (U> induced by $. Put 
A := W,,.; Y,;.,lH~, fG=@?, =E\G}). (2.8) 
By (2.4~) it is clear that A & ker cp. 
Now we want to show 
PROPOSITION 2.2. We have ker rp = A. In particular, ker cp does not 
depend on the fixed x0 E G satisfying G/(x,} E 2. 
ProoJ: It suffices to construct a homomorphism o: UC x (U) -+ %$:/A 
such that o 0 cp: UC: + T$/A is the canonical epimorphism. To this end 
we consider the homomorphism q: E$ x (U) + T$/A defined by 
Y](E) := Ed.. A, (2.9a) 
@‘,,a) := Y,,, -A for He%‘\(G), aEE\H, (2.9b) 
r(J-,,) := Y,., .A for aEE\G, (any) H~J@, (2.9~) 
v(U) := YHo,.q . A, (2.9d) 
First we show q(Kz)= (1). 
Clearly q(s’) = 1. 
Now assume L E 9 and a,, a,, a3 E E\L are such that the three hyper- 
planes Hi := cr(L u (ai}), 1 < i < 3, are pairwise distinct. Put 
~:=~~~H,.O~~~H,l,.)~~H~,o,~~H:,o,~~H~,u,~~H:,a~. 
We have to show q(X)= 1. 
This is clear in case G # {H,, H,, H3}, because Y’ = 9. If, say, H, = G, 
then Hi := a’(L u {a*}) E S@ and therefore 
vl(J-) = (EM,. Y~,.az. Y,,‘,03. Y+, . G;,,, . YH,,,, . Y,,t,,) .A = 1. 
Thus q induces a homomorphism 
o=ij:lJ~x(U)+U~:/A. 
It remains to show that LOO cp: UX,: + UC: /A is the canonical epimorphism. 
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By (2.4at(2.4d) and (2.9at(2.9d) this is clear when we have proved 
(~ocpNYH,o)= YH,,.A for HE &\{H,}, UE G\H. 
To verify this we choose some fixed XE E\G and put K := 
a((HnH,)u {x}). Since H~H,=H\{x,}E.Y’=~ and x$HnH, we 
have KE 2 \ { G > and thus also K E X’. Therefore we get, because of .q, E H 
and UEH~, 
Thus by (2.4e) we get finally 
(a0 CPM YH.,) = 4&M. z,,, . z& . w 
= (E M’ . YK,, . Y,t, . Ym,xJ . A 
=(Y,,,.Y,,!;Y,,).A 
= Ha y, .A. 1 
Summarizing Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we get 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume M is a sleeking of M’ due to 2 H G and A is 
defined as in (2.8). Then 
T$:/A z Tz x Z. (2.10) 
Furthermore, Proposition 2.1 yields 
COROLLARY. Assume A4 is a sleeking of M’. Then 
(i) cM # 1 implies cM, # 1. 
(ii) EM $ U’, implies &WS I$ U$,. 
Remarks. (i) The ordinary Tutte-group IT, of a matroid A4 defined 
on E, which is defined in [DW, Definition 1.11, may in virtue of [DW, 
Theorem 1.21 be viewed as the subgroup of I-5 generated by E,,,, and all 
elements of the form TH,a . T;,\ for which HE Z and a, b E E\H. 
Now assume the suppositions of Proposition 2.1. Then for a E E\G we 
have, by (2.4~) and (2.4d), 
cp(Y,,; , Y,o’.r,) = z,,, . u-‘. 
Thus cp does not induce a homomorphism between the groups TM, and 
uMx c”>. 
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(ii) For a matroid A4 defined on E of rank n let D-Ii, denote the 
subgroup of Ug generated by all elements of the form 
EM. H,,a T . Ti:., . TH2,6 . Tj& 
for which H,,H,EX, p(H,nH,)=n-2, a,bEE\(HIuHz) and 
p((H,nH,)u {a,b})=n. 
Then by definition 
is the extended truncated Tutte-group of A4 (cf. [DW, Sect. 21). Let G 
denote the image of E,,,, in 8$. 
By [ Wl, Theorem 4.11 A4 is ternary if and only if G # 1. 
Now assume for example E := { 1, 2, 3,4, 5}, put G := (1,2, 3}, and let 
M’ and M denote the matroid on E whose set of bases is P3(E) and 
P,(E)\{ G}, respectively. Then M is the sleeking of M’ due to X H G for 
2 := P,(G). Thus by Proposition 2.1 there exists an epimorphism 
cp: I$: -++ lrz x Z satisfying (P(E~,) = Ed. However, M is ternary while M 
is not ternary. Thus cp does not induce a homomorphism between the 
groups 8:: and 8: x Z. 
3. SPECIAL CASES OF SLEEKINGS AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we want to study special sleekings, and using the results 
of Sect. 2 we will show that cMM’ cf T2,. for certain matroids M’. First we 
prove 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M’ and M denote matroids defined on thefinite set 
E of rank n > 2 such that for some B, = {x1, . . . . x,} E t??J’\SS we have 
3’ = ~?8 v (B,), where &” and S? denote the sets of bases of M’ and M, 
respectively. Assume that B, contains no any coloop in M and, thus, also 
none in M’. Put Hi:=o’(B,\{xi}) for l<i<n, &:={H,Il<idn}, and 
G := a( B,). Then M is the sleeking of M’ due to S@ H G. 
Proof Let I’ and I denote the system of independent sets in M’ and M, 
respectively. 
First we show B,\{ xi} E Z for 1 < i < n. 
B,\{x,) $ Z for some i would imply that B, is the only base in M’ 
containing B,\(xi}. Since p’(B,\(xi}) = n - 1 this means a’(BO\{xi}) = 
E\{x;}, which contradicts our assumption that xi is not a coloop in M’. 
Therefore B,\ (xi} E Z for 1 < i < n. 
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In particular, G E 2, and for 1 d i 6 n we get, because of Zz Z’, 
Hi= a’(B,,\{x;)) c o(B,\{s;})\{x,} = G\(xj}. 
The proof is finished when we have shown 
(i) 3P = .W\X, 
(ii) ~\JP’= {G}, 
(iii) G\{x,} = Hi for 1 <iQn; in particular 
,(J, Hi=G#E 
because of n 2 2 ; 
(iv) for A c G with p’(A) =n- 1 we have cr’(A)~&. 
Verification of (i). For 1 d i 6 n we have Hi # 2 because Hi c G\{ xi}. 
Thus 2 c X’\%. Now assume HE %‘\X. Then B SE H for any BE 98”, 
and since H 4 X there exists some b E E\H such that still B g H u { 6) for 
any BE 9. But HE YP yields necessarily B, c H u {b} and thus b = xi for 
some i, with 1 < id n. Consequently B,\{x,} s H and therefore H = Hi; 
thus also %‘I\&’ & 9. 
Verzj?cation of (ii). Since Hi E G\{xi} for 1 < i < n we have clearly 
G E *\%I. Now assume HE Z/X’. Since B g H for any BE $49 we get 
that necessarily B, E H, because H 4 2’. Thus H = o(B,) = G. 
Verificationof(iii). Assume l<i<n.Ifx~G\H~,then(B,\{x~})u {x} 
E S’\$8 and thus necessarily x = xi. 
Thus not only Hip G\{xi} but also G\{x,} s Hi. 
Verzfication of(iv). p’(A) = n - 1 implies a’(A) E 2’. By (i) it suffices to 
show a’(A)+%. To this end we show at first p(A) =n- 1. Since ZEZ’ we 
clearly have p(A)<p’(A)=n- 1. If B,\(x,)GA for some i with 1 <i<n, 
then &A)=n-1, because BO\{xif~I. 
If otherwise #(B, n A) dn - 2, then there exists some BEJ~ with 
#(BnA)=n-1, because p’(A)=n-1. So in this case also p(A)=n-1. 
Now p(A) = n - 1 implies O(A) = G. ~‘(A)E% would imply 
G c a(o’(A)) = a’(A) and thus G = o’(A) E X’, which is not possible. 1 
By specializing the last result we will now show 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A4 denote a matroid defined on the finite set E of 
rank n > 2 and assume BO c E is a circuit and also a hyperplane of M. Then 
#(B,) = n, and 99‘ := 99~ (B,} is the system of bases of a matroid M’ 
de$ned on E. Furthermore, M is some sleeking of M’. 
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ProoJ: Since BO is a circuit and a hyperplane of A4 we get 
# (B,) = p(B,) + 1 = Iz. 
In order to show that 99’ is the set of bases of a matroid we have to verify 
that any B~93 satisfies 
(i) For every bE B there exists some XE&, such that 
(B\(b})u {x> EB’; 
(ii) For every XEBo there exists some bE B such that 
(&,\{~WJ {bl EJJF. 
By proving (i) we may assume without loss of generality that 
B\(b) $L B,. Then B,E%’ implies p((B\{b})uB,)=n. Since p(B\{b))= 
n - 1 there must exist some .X E B, with p((B\ { b}) u {x}) = n. This means 
(B\(b})u (X}EBG~‘. 
(ii) follows directly from the fact that B,\{x) is independent in 44, 
because B, is a circuit of M. 
The last assertion now follows at once from Proposition 3.1, because B, 
cannot contain any coloop in M. 1 
By a repeated application of Proposition 3.1 and the corollary stated 
after Theorem 2.1 we get the following interesting result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume M’ and M denote matroids on some finite set E 
of rank n > 2 without coloops such that $3 ES?‘. Assume furthermore that 
there exists some enumeration of S?‘\&? = (B,, .,., B,) such that 
g’\(B,, . . . . Bj) is the set of bases of some matroid M, defined on E whenever 
l< j<m- 1. Then 
(i) Ed # 1 implies .z,, # 1; 
(ii) E~$ UZ, implies EMU’ 4 UL,. 
Now to employ the last resuits assume for example that M’ is either the 
non-Pappus-matroid or the non-Desargues-matroid or the Vamos-matroid. 
Then there exists a canonical sleeking M of M’, and M is representable 
over the field IF!. 
By Corollary 1 of [DW, Proposition 3.11 we have E,,., # UL and thus also 
EMS $f u;,. 
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